
As organizations become increasingly connected through supply chains, customers, and partners, 

their data becomes more exposed. Adversaries make use of exposed data to take over accounts, target 

employees and customers, as well as exploit vulnerabilities in the expanding attack surface. 

To protect your organization, CYE offers critical corporate cyber operations services, led by 

experienced cybersecurity professionals with in-depth knowledge ranging from technical operations 

to state-level cyberattacks. 

CRITICAL CYBER 
OPERATIONS SERVICES 
CYE deepens intelligence-based expertise and offers 
exclusive packages to customers. 

Full incident lifecycle:
Cyber Response Plan

Intelligence-driven offering 

Multi-source threat discovery 
& analysis

Cyber Threat Intelligence   

IR readiness and early attack 
stage intervention

Corporate Incident 
Prevention & Management

Preparation, assessment and 
incident response for VIPs

Executive Cyber & 
Digital Protection

Preparation Detection &
Analysis

Post-Incident
Activity

Containment 
Eradication & 

Recovery

Real Cybersecurity
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VIP Baseline   
• Adversary definition  
• Threats definition
• Threats and security measures assessment  
• Executive report and recommendations  

2 VIP Extended Services   
On-site security operations that include 
both techno-operation and cyber 
activities.

VIP Incident Response    
Early-stage interventions with incidents that 
jeopardize VIP or assets. 

We identified a growing trend of cyberattacks targeting the personal assets of executives, including their 
families’ devices and personal accounts, as ways to gain leverage over them. Sextortion and other 
blackmail techniques have become a daily issue for our experts. 

The executive protection services reduce the risk of cyber and electronic incidents involving C-levels and 
board members, and the risk of business espionage. The services consist of several activities including 
readiness threat identification, threat containment and eradication, and immediate recovery . 

Packages:

EXECUTIVE CYBER & DIGITAL PROTECTION
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The cyber threat intelligence services include automatic and manual threat discovery and analysis across 
the clear, deep, and dark web, and cellular apps. Our experts identify leaked data, threat surface, and the 
attacker's intentions and interests on three levels: 

Corporate 
Focus on the corporate and its subsidiaries to help customers accurately assess corporate cyber risk, 
including potential incidents. 

Tech Stack  
Focus on the organizational tech stack, on-prem or cloud-based, allowing customers to take actions 
to harden the tech stack or replace parts of it to boost cyber resilience. 

C-Level 
Focus on a single individual or asset to allow customers to accurately assess cyber risk and take 
actions to improve the security of the individual or asset. 

Package Pricing: Per project 

Package Pricing: Per project 

CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE  



We would be happy to discuss your needs in a private advisory meeting and build a package 

tailored to your specific situation. 

CORPORATE INCIDENT PREVENTION & 
MANAGEMENT
CYE’s 24/7 response teams include national-level security and senior intelligence experts with vast 
expertise in rapidly investigating and mitigating attacks of any scale on any sophistication level in a 
multitude of different industries. They specialize in reducing the risk of cyberattacks in their 
preliminary stages via IR readiness (preparation), threat identification, threat containment, 
eradication, and immediate recovery.
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Threat Hunting
Finding malicious, clandestine, and eavesdropping activity, in customer environments based on data 
forensics, threat hunting, threat intelligence, and deep web analysis. CYE agents must be installed.

IR Readiness
This activity occurs during peacetime and provides a detailed analysis of customers’ security architectures, 
followed by a detailed report and recommendations for hardening in order to prevent future cybersecurity 
incidents. 

Post IR Improvement
Analyzing attack routes as the last step of the incident response. Conducting a detailed analysis of the 
customer's environment with the goal of providing a plan for long-term architectural improvement.

Awareness Training
Personal guidance and best practices guidelines in order to prevent incidents and prepare an effective 
response if an incident occurs.

Package Pricing: Per project 

Contact Us

https://cyesec.com/contact-us
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cyesec/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqcIuEorR6t_6prTnQ2Nv8w
https://twitter.com/CyesecLtd
https://www.cyesec.com/



